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Organizational activity fee
re.quests requested now
Submitted by Student Activity Fee
Board
The Student Activity Fee Board is
requesting leners of intent from all
organizations intending to request
Student Activity Fees for the 1990-91
fiscal year. It is not necessary for
organizations to submit this lener to

apply for Non- V arsi£Y SpOrt Appropriations from Student Councilor for
Campus Organizations Appropriations. For more information and for
forms , contact Jeff Stitt at 34 1-4280 or
come by the Student Council office
between the hours of9' a.!l1. and 2 p.m.
These letters are due May I., 1989.

Dear UMR Students,
I hope you enjoyed your spring
vacation and that the last month of the
semester goes smoothly for you.
Last semes ter, I began a series of
leners to you addressing changes that
reflect your opinions expressed at
"Brown Bag" lunches and student
forum s and through student ani tude
surveys.
This week, 1 would like to write to
you about the residentiallife sectionof
the student affairs division. The programming of this section has been
enhanced, and Wendell R. Ogrosky,
vice chancellor for student affairs, and
James Murphy, director of residential
li fe, say that improveme~Ls wi ll continue LO be made. They appreciate you
input and want you to address further
suggestions LO Mr. Murphy at Room
202 , Rol1a Building.
Jmprovements in the qualiLy of
service and programs in residenti al
life have been !,lade in five main areas.
First, social events sponsored by
the hall governing bodies have been
enhanced and see a 40 to 70% increase
in parLicipation over last year. Some
of these events include weekJy fe ature

movies , the. homecoming barn party,
leaders' workshop, special theme dinners, bask'etba]] tournaments, swimming pool parties, community service
projects and a boat cruise and dance at
the Lake of the Ozarks.
Regular non-academic educational
programs are offered providing residcnts with oUl-of-class learning opportun ities. Some of these programs
havc included seminars on success ful
interviewing skills: minority issues,
and good study habits.
From the exisLing food service
committees have been form ed student
"menu watch" groups who ~e in""
volved in the development of menu
selections offered in the cafeterias.
Study and TV lounges in McAnemey Hall are being renovated this
semester as the first in a series of longterm projects designed to improve
residence hall commons areas. The
Thomas Jefferson Weight room has
been painted, redecOrated, and supplied with some new equipment, and
110 mattresses are being replaced in
student rooms.
A new intervisitation policy has
been implemented through the efforts

of the Inter- Residence Council and
gives floors and houses greater latitude in determining their visitation
hours.
Student affairs staff members are
'3.lso involved in an effort to provide
more and better services to other areas
of University-approved housing. This
cooperative effon is an example of
UMR's commitment to the involvement of student groups in the process
of identifying needed services and in
the activities of enhancing the srudent
li fe environment.
Again, residential life programming enhancement will continue.

I believe I speak for the entire
campus in telling you that your ideas
are important to us and that we hope
5'ou feel that the University of Missouri-Rolla is your place to learn and
grow both in~eHectually and socially.

Sincerely,
Martin C. Jischke
Chancellor

University Theatre presents Space Pandas
Source : News and Publications
University Theatre-UMR's spring
production, entitle "The Revenge of
the Space Pandas , or Binky Rudich
and the Two-Speed Cloek ," will be
presented Friday and Saturday, April
21 -22 .and 28-29, 1l1e performances
begin at 8 p. ~ . in the Cedar Street
Center, 7th and Cedar streets in Ro ll a.
Tickets are SI on Aprii 21 and $2
for students and retirees and $3 for al l
others on the remainin g nights. They
will be avail able at the Cedar StreeL
Center box office one hour before cach

performance.
The play, a one-act comedy with
. eight scenes , is directed by Margie
Boston, UMR associale professor of
dr ama and music.
Boston described the playas "an
insane comedy which will appeal to
the 12-ycar-old inside all of us."
According to Boston, "Binky Ru"
dich and Viv, his friend, and Bob, hi s
almost-human sheep, tinker with a
. two-speed clock wiLh the idea that, as
Binky says, 'timc on e:rrth moves at
the same speed all the time, but the re is
anoiher speeci , a slower speed, and if .

we could find it, everything would
stand sti ll on e arth and we would spin
off.'"
"And, they do," Boslon added, "to
Crestview, the Fourth World in the
Goolagong SysLem, which is ruleiJ by
the GreaLSpace Pandas and a spoiled
supreme .ruler. "
"The e xcitement really begins and
bui Ids w hen the Supreme Ruler com mands that Bob be brought to him,
never to leave Goolagong again ,"
explained Boston. "The question of
why he is never to leave adds to the
suspense. "

'Orchestra and Choir give Chancellor'S concert
"The particul ar scriptural excerpts
Thc choir and orchestra will perSource: News and Publications
in Brahm s' 'Requiem" are p pressed
Two soloists will join the Univer- form Johannes Brahms' "A Gennan
sity of Missouri-Rolla's Choir and . Requiem," a musical celebration of wi Lh beauty and sensitivity," said Joel
Kramme, UMR ass i~ tant professor of
Orchestra for Lhc presentation of "The faith and hope which was compl eted in
. music and conductor of Ut-.'lR ·s Choir
Chanccllor's Concen" at 2 p.m. Sun- 1868.
!n addi Lion ' LO the performance in .and Orchestra. " It is alway s very
day, April 23 , in thc Presbyterian
ful filling to rehearse and perform thi s
Church, 919 East Teillh Street, RoJ].a. Rolla, the UMR Choir and OrchesLra
fine work."
The performance, which is free and will perform " A German Requiem"
The soloists for the pcrfomlance
open to the pUblic;, wi ll honor retiring Saturday, April 22, in th e Main Post
are Mickey Gregg and John Bullock.
Chapel ~t Fqn Leonard Wood.
~emb,<!s oJ. Vty1R 's faculLy and s taff.
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Weanesaay
VMR Women's SottbaU, UM-Kansas City. 3
p.m., UMR softball field. Free
Geology & Geophysics Seminar, "Boundary
Elcmerll-lnuge Method Modelling ," and "Acoustic Imaging by Wlvefield Juxtaposition," Dick
DuBroff, 4:30 p.m., Planje AudilOrium, 204

Thirteenth Annual Meetlng,Ordcrofthe Golden
Shillelagh.
UnIversIty Thealre-UMR Spring ·Produclion,
"Revenge of the Space Pandas or Binky Rudich
and the Two-Speed Clock," 8 p.m., Cedar Streel
Center. Tidets are $1 and are available at the
Cedar Street Center office one h,o ur prior to the
performance, For more infC!rmatioo, please call
364·8066 or 341-4185 .

Economics Club Car Wash, at Kroger from 10
a,m. to 4 p.m. All club memebers should .sign up
for a shift on the sign up sheet located in the
ec.on~ics office,
.

rruesaay

Sunifay

ANS Meeting, 7 p.m ., 204 Fullon Hall.

~7(t

Brahm'S Requiem, Universit·y Otoir and Orches·
tra, 2 p.m ., Presbyterian Church. Free.

McNulL Free

rrkursaay
UMR Toubnuten Meeting, 4:30 p.m. , G-9 H-

SS. Cc:me improve your public speaking. Everyone welcome.
RUXby meeting. 8 p.m., Triangle, 807 S.... S1.
Prospective mernbcn welcome!

Weldon Spring Human'Ues Seminar Lecture,
"Curies Pcm.ult and the Politics of Art Under
Louis XIV," Jeanne M"'Ian Zarucchi, UM-SI.
Louis,II :I Sa.m.,Ozm:Room, UC·West. Free,
Structural Seminar, "Semi-Analytical Model's

for the Static BehavitX'of Simpler Tubular Joints,':
Penni Makelainen. Helsinki University of TechnolOSY, Finland, 1:30 p.m., Room 117, ButlerCarlton Civil En8ineerin8 Hall Free.

UMR Women's Sonball MlAA Conference
Tournament at Ber Juan Park.

Saturdily
University Theatre·UMR Spring Production,
"Revenge of the Space Pandas or Binky Rudich
and the Tw()-Speed Clock," 8 p.m., ,Cedar Streel
Center. Tickets are $1 ~d ..re ,available at the
Cedar Street Cenler office one hoor prior to the
performance. For more infoonatioo, please call
364-8066 or341-4185.
UMR Women's Softban MIAA Conference
Tournament at Ber Juan Park.
Men'sBaseball,SoutheaSlMissouri. t p,m., UMR
bascball field. Free.
Brahm's ReqUiem, University Choir and Orches·
Ita, 7:30 p.m., Fort Leonard Wood Main POSI
Chapel Free,

II
II

'Weanesaay

i

Geology & Geophysics Seminar, "Petrography
oflheDeep Post Skarn NearCarlin, Nevada," 4:30
p.m., PlanjeAuditorium. (204 McNutt Hall), Free.

Monaay'

Presentation by Dr. Raymond Landll, Dean of
Engineering and Technology at California Stale
University. 9:30-11 a.m ,. MissoUri Room. UC·
East. Dr. Landis"visit is spoosored by tnv~ion of
Stui:lent Affairs. He will be discussing issues
rela~ to the recruitment and retention of minority
students in engineering, Faculty, staff and students
are invited to attend.
. Dr. Landis has had extensive experience de·
veloping Minority Engineering Programs and
training faculty members to be effectiye as advisers, counselors, mentors, and role models to ethnic
students. He is widely published, a frequent
speaker on minority engineering cduC.ltion, and is '
the recipient of numerous honors and awards. He
will also be available on Tuesday, April 25. from
9·1 Oa.m. inthe Meramec Room, UC-Easttospeak
with persons individually.

0&7(t %ursaay .

TOUbn~'le~

Managing Editor
Cheryl Tefft
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UMR
Meeting, 4:30 p.m., G-9 H.
S5. Come improve your public speaking. Everyone welcome.

i

Source: National WlldUfe Federa·
tlon

grams are expected 10 become sustainable comm\lnity projects ·rather than
National Wildlife · Federation ending when today's college leaders
(NWF) is urging College Campuses 10 leave the campuses.
"COO LIT! " by fashioning projects in
"The scope of acceptable projects
their own communities that will help is wide," according to Jody Thomas,
hall the global warming trend.
Director for Earth Day Programs, In
The student-led "COOL IT!" pro- some cases, the local ~ffort could be an
gram will be kicked off nationwide on eXlen"sion of an existing program. For
April 22, the date annually celebrated example, some campus "COOL IT! "
as Earth Day , By Earth Day, 1990, the projects may expand existing recy20th 'anniversary of the nation's larg- cling programs to double or triple the
est citizen demonstration, student-ini- amounl of wasle thaI is reused rather
tialed "COOL IT!" projects will be than land-filled. Other campuses may
welJ'underway nationwide.' The suc- try to persuade food establishments to
cess of these projects will lead the way" eliminate plastic packaging that confor a major nationwide or ';ven world- tribute to the problem of global wannwide celebration,
•
ing.
"The very words global warming
"In all cases , the projects will pro'makes us believe that il is a global duce measurable results , not only
problem, not a local problem . That is heightening the public's environprecisely the misconception the mental consciousness, but making
'COOL IT!' program is designed to progress towards specific environreverse ," said NWF President Jay D. mental goals," said Thomas.
Hair. "All environmental problems
In addition, every college camare really Io<;al problems. And when paign will be encouraged to use the
they are not solved at the local level, "COOL IT! " slogan - "earth Day,
the problems naturally evo lv e inlo Every Day. " NWF will'provide direct
global dilemmas .
support to campus organizations by
"Furthermore, global problems ass igning regional staff to work with
can best be solved at the local level. students in designing projects, devisThe "COOL IT! " program wilf show ing fundraising strategies and mainstudent and community leaders that taining an infonnation 'network with
theY'oan, indeed make a difference and other students involved in "COOL
detennine the quality of the world in IT!" programs. ,
which they live," Hair concluded.
The "COOL IT! " campaign will
Under the program, a single culminate during Earth Day 1990 ac"COOL IT! " ' project will be recog- tivities with a report on student
nized by NWF on each campus. The ach ievemen ts tow ard stemming
recognized project wi ll be encouraged global wanning and the announceto involve all possible segments of the ment of special merit awards for outuniversity community in devising a standing and creative projects. Spesound, loc~1 approach to the problem cial merit projects will receive a
of global warming. The local pro- $2,500 award to be used for environ-

urg~s

I

Attention May Graduates. Commencement
announcements are now available in the
Registrar's Office for aU graduating students.
These announcements are provided by the Univeisity atno cost to students who will be graduating on
May 13, 1989.

i

I
II

"But global warming isn '( inevitable,"noled Hair, "People created the
problem and we can change much of
the outcome. The National Wildlife
Federation piek.;d the issue of global
warming for the ' COOL ITI ' program
because we can still change the course
of our · folly.
And srudents on
Amerjca's campuses can lead the
way."

Assistant Advertising
Director
Ter:y Brackett
364-1137
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All arti~, features , pholpgraphs, and il(usltalions published are the prOperty of
the -.our! Miner and maY not be reproduced or published without w~tten permission.
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ItIInw encourages com·
from i~ readers, and will attempt to
print all ,responsible letters and editorial
material received . All submissions must
have a name, student 10 number, and
phone number tor verincation . fliames will
be withheld upon request.
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Assistant Features
Editor
Amy Nash

Assistant Sports Editor
Larry Williams
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Copy Manager
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Writers
Pete Corpeny
David Freeman
Mike Hurst
Nora Okong 'o
Usa Tieber
Marcia Waggoner
Photographers
Vito Biundo
Pete Corpeny
Br,elt Goodman
Susan Lowe

Graphics
Marcus Adkins
Tracy Rademan

I

Dear

364-5226

Advertising
Representatives
Iris Brinegar
James Eolt
Susan Turner
Leslie Vigna

Submissions for publication must be in our
drop box (first noorof the Rolla Building) by
4:30 p.m. on the Thursday before publication . The Mlasourl lllner reserves the
right to edit all submissions tor style, grammar, punctuation , spelling, length , and
matters of good taste.

302 Rolla Building
University of Missouri- Rolla
. Rolla, MO 6540t -0249
AdVertising' office: (314) 341 -4235
Business office: (314) 341 -4312

364-8989

Photo Director
Dave Ubiez

The _

Thelilaourllll_ lsoperatedbythestu- .
dents of UMR. and the opinions expressed
in it do not necessarily reneet those of the
university , facu lty, or student body .

Features Editor
Nikki Pagano

341-8410

I
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The ......urlltllnw is the
publICS·
of the studen~ 01 the University 01
Missouri-Rolla. It is distributed each Wednesday afternoon at Rolla, Missouri and
features activities of the students 01 UMR.

Assistant News
Editor
Scott Martin

Sports Editor
Jeffrey Esparrago

men~

UNITED ARTIST
THEATRES OF
·ROLLA .
24 ~ hr movie
. information '
Call the movie
HOT LINE!
341-2418

364-9511

364-8968

student activism

mental programming at the college or
in the community,
Environmenlal problel,l1s have
become inc~easingly complex and
commonplace int he past decade:
Americans face such thorny issues as
loxic contamination of neighborhoods, health-threalening acid rain
and contaminaled groundwater,
among a host of.others. Bul no environmental problem may be as immediate - or as reversible - as the problem of global warming.
In recent years, scienlisls and natural resource experts have 'presented
data clearly indicating that man-made
pollution is radically changing ' the
Earth's climate. By some estimates,
even 'a few degrees of warming in the
next several decades could transfonn
some farming communities into dusl
bowls, put coastal communilies under
water and speed the ex tinction of some
wildlife spec ies.

Advertisin'g Dir.e ctor
Maria Lahm

News Editor'
- John Pope '

I

National Wildlife federation

(417) 967·3428

[
;

SesqUicentennial Lecture, " Experiences with
Strobe PhOlography ," Harold " Papa Flash" Ellger·
lon, 8 p.m., 104 ME Bldg. Free.

Christian Campus Fellowship Meeting, 7 p'.m.,
Missouri Room. UC·East. bfficcr elections for
this fall.
.

Editor-in-Chief
UzTrimt..le
Business Manager
Stephanie Dinwiddie

"

---

Typesetters
Judy All en
Tim Emmerich
Proofreader
Derek Cornwell
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Abortion debateenleJsitsfinal week
Dear Edi tor:
I would like to respond to the letter
written by Jeff Jaquess in the April 12
edition of the Miner.
While you and other people who
are against abortion have the right to
your opinion, you do not have the right
to force it on the rest of the United
States. Furthennore, while most of
your infonnation is correct, much of it
is not applicable. The questions you
raised can be answered in a much
different way by someone with a different view .
1. While much of the fetus is
developed within the first six weeks,
even m!Jre of it is not. Certainly not the
brain. In fact, the brain continues to
marure even after birth when the rest of
the org'!l1s are fully developed . Also,
while death of a developed hwnan can
be put off by machines, the same is not
true of a: fetus. Medical science is not
yet [able to] sustain it fetus younger
than the age of 24 weeks. Being able
to func tion outside the uterus is called.
viability, and a six"week-old fetus is
certainly not viable, even if it does
Have brain waves.
2. A child that is severely retarded
or defonned migbt be bener off not
being born. It is up to the parents of
that child to decide. Have you even
seen a child without anns and legs? I
have, and it is not a pretty sight. Without limbs, a child cannot run, dance
play a musical instrwnent, sign its
name, or even eat. It must be totally
cared for by others. If it does not have
limbs , it probably also has many internal problems you cannot imagine.
There are many drugs, such as accutane, a drug used in treating acne,
that cause such misdevelopment. Are
you willing to deny an abortion to a
woman on such a drug, especially one
who has practiced strong birth control
methods?
3. Abortion vs. adoption. This is a
classic question. You can never know
how much heartbreak a woman facing
an unwanted pregnancy faces . It is not
a decision made lightly, and either
way, the result causes pain for the rest
of that woman' s life. Can you imagine
what it would be like to carry a child
for nine months, to nourish it, often at
'the expense of your own body , to care
for it and love it, then give it to someone else? You would wonder for the
rest of your days what had become of
that child. Had the parents treated it
right? Did it go to college? Did it ever
wonder what had become of it's
mother, why she gave it up? Many
women begin by choosing adoption
instead of abortion , then under pres-

----- _..

~---_ . _-----

sure from family decide to keep the
child. It is often these mothers who
spend the rest of their life on welfare.·
4. It is clear that you do not fully
understand all methods of birth control. Cond9ms'preventthe spenn from
ever reaching the egg, true. But condoms often break. Especially those
used by boys in high school. How
many of your associates carried condoms around in their wallets? How
often did they change them? If it was
less often than once a week, how many
of them broke?

body simply .because. of what.. it-is
made of, honnones .
.
Finally, there is ametllodcalled an
intrauterine devi,~e,
,TUD. ini s
method does not prohibit the union of
spenn and egg, rather ,.i( causes spontaneous ·abortion. If you are to prohibit abortion, are you also going to
force women to _stop'.. !!Sing this
method of birth control? ','
5. While there is no sucH thing as
a completely safe abortion,within the
first trimester they are not · as lifethreatenil)g as you mak;e them sound.

or

biotics ·and anti-cramping medicines
following the abortion.
Abortion is justifi~ble! It is a very
serious d~isio'n. that must be made by
the woman and 'if present, th'e man
concerned. It is not the place of the
government or any select few to deny
a woman the right to decide what is to
happen to her own body. The mental
tonnentJaced , by' a woman with an
unplanned pregnancy,is something no
man can ever understand. If safe legal,
abortions becoine a thing of the past,
we will s.~ a .return of the "knitting

conceive children."
With everyone screaming a~ut a
woman's "right to choose," has anyone considered the fact that she made
her "choice" when she decided to have
intercourse without sufficient protection? In today' s infonned day and age, .
with contraception easily available at
every turn, there's just no excuse for
an unwanted pregnancy except in extreme and rare cases. And when a
woman makes that choice, she should
be prepared for the consequences if
she gets "caught."
But abortion has distorted that patiern of.thinking. The easy, commonplace abortion ,has spurred carelessness in contraception and earned millions for abortionists who take advantage of it. If abortion was not so easily
obtained, the sexually active woman
and her partner would make certain
there was no possibility of c!,ntraception [sic].
Unfortunately, abortion 'may always be legal. Yet legal or not, at least
consider that precious unborn child
you may create and destroy with your
irresponsibility. We are just too smart
> ,
to allow it to happen.
ScOll

,The diaphragm and sponge fit over
the cervix of a woman's body. However, they are not always a correct fit,
and women often do not want the
mess. With a diaphragm, contraceptive foam must be used constantly, and
is very much a mess.
The pill works by preventing the
egg from being released by the ovary.
However, the effects of the pill are
only now coming to light. For example, did you know that it increases a
woman's risk of cancer? It also throws
off many other parts of a woman's

. -

While hemorrhaging does occur, if the
woman follows instructions, she can
minimize the possibilities. For example, after an abortion, the woman is
~ upposed to refrain from exercise and
lifting for two weeks. Many women
do not follow this rule, thus hurting
themselves. Also, infection is a threat
in any operation. Even in'such minor
operations""Su1!h as tonsillectomies
there is a risk the patient might not
wake up. Would you have doctors stop
perfonning them simply due to these
risks. Besides, women are given anti-

Dear Editor.
As one of the 600.000 pro-choice
'marchers in Washington D.C. on Sunday, April 9, I can assure you the
opionion expressed by Jeff Jaquess
la~ t week is taken seriously. So seriously, in fact, that the silent majority
could no longer sit idle while our rights
were repeatedly threatened by theaJ]tichoice mirlority.
From page 286 of The Icarus
Agenda, by Rober Ludlwn (Bantam
Books, 1988), "One man's morality
should never by way of ideology become another's legality ... Despite infrequent and unforgivable aberrations;
the vox populi is usually heard and the
needle abortion," and the lives of land is better for it."
On Sunday, April 9, the voice of the
many women [will be] lost.
people was heard, and that voice said
Barbara J. Bird to the anti-choice minority, "Think·for
yourselves and let others enjoy the
privilege ordoing so too." (Voltaire).
It is such a good feeling , knowing
Dear Editor:
It was refreshing to see a logical that I am with the majority , and that the
and infonned point of view in the majority is right.
Dan Wiltshire
Miner concerning abortion, and I
thank you for printing it. I only wanted
see pages 4 and 19 for
to underscore a major point Jeff made
additional letters
in stating, "[A woman] does have the
to the editor
right to decide whether or not she will

,'
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Mizzou's Maneater cr.iticizes 5-t. Pat's in 'Rol·la·
Reprinted from the ManeaJer, of the
rninrsity of Missouri-Columhla,
with their permission,
B~' Grant A, Barrett
Of theManeaJer Staff
I hadn't been in the city more than
15 minutes. before someone offered
me a drink.
Not that this was unexpected;
when one visits Rolla during the week
of SI. Pat's. one should not rule out the
presence of alcohol.
During most of the year, Rolla is
one of the many rinky·dink little towns

n

bonding experience gone haywire,
giving UMR males a chance to work
rusty pickup lines on impons and to
get blasted oul of their minds on alcohol.
The men on 8th floor TJ South
(Thomas Jefferson Hall, a standing
monument to idiocy: the building is
sinking because of bad engineering)
estimaied a cost of several hundred
dollars for their booze alone. Multiply
that by several thousand and then
subtract from every liquor store in
town.

(J

so typical of Missouri , caught between
the Mississippi Valley and theOzarks.
It has hicks making tire-time around in
pickup trucks. college kids cruising
the Wal-Manffaco Bell strip and retirees eating in barbecue reslauraunts.
Whal makes Rolla kind of special
is its relationship with the engineering
school thai keeps the town from meiling inlo the hills, praclically a case
study in socio-economics.
UMR provides a base from which
Rolla's 24,986,413 liquor stores, hotels and fast-food restaurants make
their dollars, while Rolla provides for
the campus a sense of being stranded
OUI in the middle of Egypt with a bottle
of Everclear and an inflatable raft.
The campus, originally established
'in pan as a geological engineering
school because of the mineral mines
nearby, is probably the mosfmalnourished in the University of Missouri
system. In due course, the school has
reached its current status as Home of
the Miners (for sports). Home of the
Nerds (for academics) and Home of
the Enormoll$ Female Wildlife (for
after-academics sports).
A legendary 4-1 male/female ratio
sets everything into perspective.
UMR's infamous "beach babes"
(whales) and "country girls" (cows)
are an endless sour~e of bitter humor.
It ends only when this holiday, and
thus the "imports" (females from other
campuses). arrive.
This is not to say that there are not
some very fi-ne young women there
already. Take, for example. Morgan
Mayr, the 1989 St. Pat's queen, an
engineering management major. OUI
of the 25 queen candidates, I only got
a look at Morgan in reallife. The other
24 queen candidates, though, looked
like dead daisies next to her.
What it comes down to is this: -the
St. Patrick's Day festivities are a male

events like..Gonzo, the Games, Alice.
and the coronation of the queen. etc.
Gonzo is a gel-together of everybody and their beer in the Lion's Club
Park to scope out everybody else and
their beer, eat food, walk dogs. work
on the tan. fly kites and to check out the
competition for next day's Gonzo
Games.
The games are a corrupted. intoxicated version of a county fair : here
beer is the main participant. People do
things like the bat racc-,slam a beer,
run 20 yards, spin around with their

would estimate that over one-half of
the revelers. including people like
Kim and Kim from SMSU and Nancy,
Amy. Cherry. Lisa and Renee, all from
Mi7.zou, were the rule to balance out
the UMR boys like Mike, Brian, Craig,
Sam, Brent, Chico and "Ski." There
were people from every college campus in Missouri, many from Illinois,
and even more from the rest of the
Union .
The actual partying began on
Wednesday night and the dnmkenness
continued through till Sunday. Panies
exploded everywhere: Lambda Chi,
Sig Ep, Kappa Alpha, at the Knights of
Columbus Hall, in private houses and
on entire floors pf residence halls. An
interesting note for Mizzou: as friend
Julie pointed out, we are spoiled to
'good parlies. Here, cover costs are
minimal or non-existent and many
parties are open to everyone. At Rolla,
party hosts are a little naive. They
don't seem to understand that it is
virtually impossible to make a profit
or even cover the cost of a party by
charging at the door, especially / for
BYOB panies,
This can be said for UMR on St.
Pauy'sday. Once you're in aparty,it
' J . JONES
IS a party. A pany at the TKE house
head on a bat on the ground and then do saw over 800 people trying to jam an
it again. There are wheelbarrow and area in which 20 hogs and a backhoe
three-legged races. "quarters" and operator would have been uncomfonother nonsense like "four on the floor" able in. Eventually someone got the
(lie down and chug four beers). beer bright idea of not insisting that everyrelay lines. and "hop. skip and puke.,,- one pay and of moving a couple of kegs
It should never be said that students outside.
cannot handle alcohol with the poise of
Even after the lights had gone
gentlemen and ladies. Even when down. the panies continued. People
blowing chunks, everyone chilled. I headed out for gut-busting Mexican
didn't see any fights during the five- fast food or for early morning biscuits
day party. except for when some psy- and gravy, and then partied some
cho weirdo tried to choke me. But hey, more. The sane mixed with the insane.
even then, Julie from Mizzou made the drunk with the sober, and the spirhim chill.
its flowed unlil all hours of the mornJulie, being from another school, ing.
was by no means an oddity. In fact. I
The capper of the entire weekend

o

Actually, Columbia is the birthplace of the gregarious green occasion
(or ordeal. what have you), where one
day in 1906 a bunch of really rebellious engineers skipped their classes.
Whoopee.
A year later, Rolla engineers appropriated the idea and so began a
tradition that spread like bad acne.
Why they chose SI. Pat to be the
patron saini of engineers, I don't
know. More than likely they chose St.
Pat because St. McDonnell-Douglas
Day just doesn't sound hip.
Nowadays everything begins long
before March 17. Board Reps are
chosen to represent campus organizalions in the prep and planning of the
excitement, St. Pat and his courl are
dubbed by God knows who and the
booze is bought.
The Board Reps are, next to the
booze. the most interesting pari of the
preparations and arrangements. These
guys have filthy green-felt lettermen's
jaci>ets with vinyl sleeves covered
with phrases just as profound as what
one would find on a bathroom wall.
These guys all look like Fonzie as a
leprechaun.
Overworked and unkempt. the
Board Reps command a lot of respect-noonemesses with them. This
is due to the fact that they have not had
proper sleep and would just as soon
spit as look at you, and also due to the
fact that they don ' t wash their jackets.
Ever.
St. Pat (Chris Layton) and His
Green Coun are not so interesling.
They glide around in long green-andwhite outfits and kind of generally
look useless. particularly when they
stumble out of the Ryder moving van
that they tool around in. But this is
ignored because everyone loves royalty, no matter how useless .
The Board Reps take care of the

• • •

was Alice. Forget that bull about girls
being made of sugar and spice and
everything nice; Alice is not someone
you would take home to meet the folks .
Alice is something you would flush
into the septic tank. Made mostly of
water, green dye, beer and other alcohol. Alice has enough of that anc,l everything else to ruin your nasal passages.
In the past Alice has been known to
contain feces, urine. dead animals.
motor oil and other gross junk. like a
sadistic Avon lady's sample bag. This
year she (Alice. not the Avon lady)
smelled mostly of vinegar, but the
only extras I know she had this year
were some soggy bagels 'and tennis
balls.
In front of thousands, pre-chosen
(predestined?) students were taCKled
by the Green Coun and thrown into
Alice, "knighted" as it werc. The
lucky ones came to the Alice ceremony drunker than babies nursed on
Jim Beam and dressed like they took a
sleepwalk in a clothes closet. Among
them were an imitation Domino's delivery man (complete with box), a
transvestite (including bra and
nightie) and a superhero (with cape,
helmet and scrawny legs).
The crowd gota taste of Alice, too.
Board Reps threw flotsam and jetsam'
from Alice into the packed football
stands. and the crowd threw it right .
back. both sides bonking people up
side the head and splattering Alice
everywhere.
There is a picture on a wall in a
room on the 8th floor of Thomas Jefferson Hall South that shows a man
bent over, back slightly turned toward
the camera, with a stream of puke
frozen in !Tlid-flight by the click of the
camera.

If a picture is worth a thousand
words, that is the picture.

and Rolla gets defended

Dear Editor:
We would like to thank Mike Blum·
and Grant Barret for their recent cov erage of the 81st annual SI. Patrick's
Day Celebration at UMR. Although
-they did us a great service in their "indepth" coverage (Alice?) and by noting that we arc the mosl undernourished of the four UM campuses, their
article does call for a rebuttal.
First of all, we, here at the home of
the Highest-Average-Starting-Salary,
feel thai the honor of the ladies of
UMR has been affronted. These ladies
are indeed women of substance, but
not necessarily the substance you indicated. The ratio may be unfortunate
for the men ofUMR, but the ladies are
no less physically attractive. on average, than the women on any other
campus-they just have more upstairs'
(take thai how you will!) . .These'ladies
should nol be compared to cattle or
more of your Ag students would have
beennoti.ced lining SI. Pal's. The only

reason themcnofUMR use rusty pickup lines on impons is because they
have not had to talk down to women for
so long-U MR women can communicalc at a higher level . The last time one
of my friends went to UMC he had
rusly pick-up' lines used on him, too,
and il was not a woman speaking. Talk
about your male-bonding experiences!
I am sorry if the party you attended
was not of UMC caliber. but it must
have been very popular if over 800
people attended-half of them guests
from your and other campuses. It
could not have been too naively run if
il had such a draw . And. I bet none of
them had to show a Greek !D. Did
you?
You called us nerds for studying so
much. We have hard classes-what's
your excuse? And if studying intensely is so bad, we make up for it in
oliT partying. which is just as intense.
"Once you are in a pany. it is a party"

is a lrUeSlatemenl. SI. Pal's is just one
tradition UMC gave to UMR that no
longer exists on your campus. UMR
has academic excellence to its credit,
too.
You claim that Alice is something
you would flush into the septic tank.
Again, you are wrong. Not only would
such an action violate EPA standards;
no self-respecting septic tank would
accept Alice.
Enough said-I hope you consider
this letterto be in the same spirit offun
in which we assume your article was
written.
. Of course, we invite UMC to join
us again next at SI. Pat's 'W-the best
ever!
Sincerely.
BITE ME Committee
Board of Investigation for Tasteless.
Erroneous Maneater Editorials
P.S. "That's all right, that's okay-you're gonna work for us someday!"
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By Tom Duggan
Alumnus Columnist
Hello again and welcome to spring .
I have to wonder what the groundhog
has to do to indicate fourteen more
weeks of winter. Look at the bright
side: I f the weather had been nice the
past month, it would have been that
much harder to get all that class work'
done.
was in the vicinity of UM-St.
Louis the othernight and"ran into some
of my brother's friends in a fast-food
restaurant near the campus.
My
brother received his English degree
from that hallowed institution a scant
four months ago.
Back when I was at UMR, most of
my friends were writers, photographers; or editors at the Miner. My
brother's friends, for the most pan,
hail .CO.II L" v ••>L "s n~w 'paper, Ii,.;
Current. You might think that, with
this in common, my friends and his
friends would be similar. Not so,
Kemosabe.

You see, UMSL is one of those
places where engineering means driving choo-choo's. Compared to your
average Rolla engineer, your typical
UM-SI. Louis scholl!T is an entirely
different animal. Let me give you
some examples.
"
My brother's friends used to meet
between classes and grab a cup of
coffee. My friends used to meet at a
local bar for a quick beer. Coffee was
for all-nighters and hangovers.
My brother's friends would talk of
Hemingway and Faulkner and what
thoughtless industrialists were doing
to the ecology. My friends would talk
of supercomputers, job prospects and
what thoughtless professors were
doing to our grade-point averages.
, '
On Saturday night, my brother's
friends would get together, rent a
movie, and sip wine coolers (and I
might add that the movie had to have at
I!'ast one Oscar nomination). My
friends, on the other hand, would play
bar gol£, dance until all the bars closed,

sitouton the bluffs and watch thestars, spent Sunday in the park or at the zoo,
and show up in some all-night diner for . my friends slept until Monday.
Some weekends, my brother and
breakfast just before sun-up. Understandably, while my brother's friends his friends would rO~glla .

Most weekends, my friends would
road-trip out of Rolla.
And to this day, to my brother's
friends, Calculus was one of the emperors of ancient Rome. And my
friends believe Kafka is something
you shouldn't step in while wearing a
nice pair of shoes. "
As graduation approached, my
friends dreamed of the cutting edge:
'designing, building, defining the state
of the art. Meanwhile, my brother's
friends simply dreamed of the art: the
tum of phrase, the image, the thought
that might gain them their moment in
the sun.
In the real world, the distinctions
tend to fade. Writers, actors, engineers, scientists; we all start at the
bottom of the ladder and work our way
up. Our ideals often take a back seat to
. car payments, paid vacations, and the
search for love and companionship.
These days, when we meet, we find
we have more in common than we ever
would have believed. Maybe we always did.

Ones perspective 'of the obvious may be false
By Nora Okong'o
Staff Writer
It might have been her imagination. In fact, the more she thought
about it, the less likely it seemed that
she had seen what she thought she had
seen. It was not a bad neighborhood,
but she lived there only because of
circumstances beyond her control,
namely, her birth. It just wasn't the
kind of place that you expected to see
someone like Brian. He belonged to a
different kind of neighborhood, Beverly Hills, he would have you believe.
The fact that he went to community
college was due to circumstanc,?s
beyond hi s control, namely , his lack of
intelligence.
She shoved these
thoughts from her mind and walked
briskly' home. It wasn't a bad neigh borhood, but then it wasn ' t a good one
either.
"Hi, Beth ," he greeted her the next
day after their algebra class .
She looked at him in surprise. They
had not spoken since the day she had
failed a test because he had refused to
return the notes she had lent him two
weeks before.
"How are you doing?"
Thc unwarranted concern about
her welfare reduced her to a state of
speechlessness. What did he want?
"I noticed that YQu've been rather
cold toward me lately. It's not anything that I've done, is il?"
What else could it be? Next he
would be asking her for a date .
Not quite. ''I'm having a
party at my place Saturday night, and
I was wondering 'whether you would
like to come."

"I probably won't," Beth said; she dimly-lit room that welcomedherwith thing else foJ;,.that matter, was not a
She shook her head and walked off.
had other things planned.
an acrid smell. She looked for Brian, subject for discussion.
She had better things to do.
Sally tried not to show her relief. and found him ane! Ken slanding by
"That's great," Beth replied, un"What did she say?" Ken asked, as
Her first reaction when she reached another door. She headed toward easy, yet relieved. Monday morning
he watched her walk away .
'Ken's place' thenextnight was disap- them, and was enveloped by the party. was the time that Sally usually la"Nothing."
pointment. Somehow his home didn't
Beth caught her on Monday at mented the weekend's failed social
"Did you offer her some incenquite befit the Beverly Hills image she lunchtime .
gatherings or wallowed in ecstasy over
tive?"
had had of him . Well, what else could
"Sally, how did the party go?"
those that had turned out otherwise.
"She didn't give me a chance to say
she have expected, expccially since
"Just fine," Sally replied, coldly She had felt guilty about letting Beth
a word after! invited herlo the party."
"Let me work on her. After all, Beverly Hills was so far away ? She enough, she hoped, that Beth would
see Beth, p~ge 16
she's the only person we know who . went through the front door into a realize that Saturday' s party, or anylives close enough and knows the
neighborhood."
"I think we should look for someone who we don't need to keep pushing. I mean, how much incentive can
we spare?"
By Nikki Pagano
Ken looked at Brian with new reFeatures Editor
spect. For once he was making sense.
Originally Sigma Chi Omega had
''I'll find someone," Ken said.
10 members as a local sorority and
Brian did not doubt that he would.
"Beth, are you going to Ken 's party could be found at 802 9th Street. Now
tomorrow night?" Sally asked her on April 29 , Chi Omega will celebrate
friend as they walked to the parking its 10th year on this campus as a national sorority.
lot.
Nationally there are 181 active
"No, why?"
" Well , he invited me and I won- chapters with 5 in Mi ssouri alone. The
Eta Kappa chapter here at the Univerdered who else was going ."
Ken was overflowing with sur- sity of Missouri -Rolla is very active in
prises, Beth thought. He had never student and Greek life on campus.
looked twice at Sally before, and now Taking fu'st, two years running, in St.
he was inviting herto a party. And why Pat' s and participating in Greek Week shouldn ' t he, she thought. It wasn't and H,omecoIJ:1i1l8 ..activities.
To celebrate their tenth anniverlike she was going on a date with him,
sary they have many events planned
but in some ways a party was just as
for alumni and actives forthe weekend
dangerous .
of April 22. The celebration will be
"Would you like me to come with
highlighted by an annual Elusinian
you?"
luncheon at which Kirk Bell Cocke.,
"Not unless you want to," Sally
Past National President, will address
replied , irritated by Betfi 's patronising
Chi Omega as a colony could be found at Triangle West
the actives and alunmi in a special
tone. Why did Beth think th at she
until their charter was approved and the house was bou~~t.
ceremony for Chi Om~g a :s_ Ql] ly.
couldn't take car'{JOf herself?

Eta Kappa celebrates ten years
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1'U1:t & (james
ACROSS
1
6
10
14
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
25
26
30
32
33
35
36
37

Sat
Ladies
Night

41
44
45
46
47
48

Poker hands
- - mater
Police a l erts
Trifling
Arequipa's country
Roll garnis~
City in Ok l ahoma
Formerly
Words of confidence
Hi ghways (a bbr. )
and fl utter
Mr. Gershwi n
Endin9 for leg
Imag i nery mons ter
Football great
Bes t po 1 icy
Ground one's teeth
Zeno of Bread spread
Wall or ceiling
attachment
Pay through __
Sir Arthur Conan.
and fami ly
Agi ng agent
Ugl ify
Wrestling medium
Zeta's ne .l g h bor

"

49 r~aid of,. India
51 Lifts weights ·
53 Footnote abbrevi -

ati on
57 Bi t of sarcasm
58 Perfectly fitting
60 One ' s partner
61 On the average
62 Wad components
63 Bread and whiskey
64 All oca tes, with au t

DOWN
Calumet

2 Love. in Spain
3 Mischief makers
4 Entra nced
5 Piggery

6 Basement access
7 Legal claim
8 "Far from the Crowd"
Fi ni sher up the
track
10 Imita tor
11 Olympi c event
12 Dairy product from
France (2 wds.)
13 Like root beer

15 Chaperone
22 Ex - cager Unsel d
24 Organization for
Trapper John
26 VIP in haute
cuis i ne
27 1942 Crosby movi e
(2 wds. )
28 Unyielding
29 Like good bacon
31 In harmony
(2 wds.)
34 Activist
38 Ci ty on the Danube
39 Nuclear 40 Sea inle t
41 Vi ne su pporter
42 Discovers (2 wds.)
43 Rater of mpg
46 flyope of cartoons
50 Attent ion-getters
52 Fa ir feature
53 Nagy.

Hungarian hero
54 Enticeme nt
55 "As as a
painted sh i p ... "
56 Actress Susan.
and famil y
59 3D-Across. i n 1977

Co l legiate CW8825

@Edward Julius

)0

ES

Ie!

aoy
ors,

nent
days

-

@Edward Julius

Collegiate CW8826

100D
L
ACROSS
1
6
11
13
15
16
17
18
20
21

g,5
,.12
Ilial

23
24
25
26
28
29
31
33
34
35
37
40
.41
43

Jack Paul and Leo I e.g.
Fanleaf pa.lm
Crazy
Shaded walk
Howl
Command to a dog
Sp1 ns
"Mama -

Lines of
stitching
Dynami te
Certa i n fue 1
Aware of
- - maid
Tabl e scraps
Certai n muscles
Alysheba, for one
Does the conga
Type of plane
Oar part
Manages
Command to a dog
Ignomi ny
Oz actor

45
46
47
48

Endi ng for. 1 urn; n
Sphere
Be slow in lea vi ng
Humor

49 African river
52 Disencumber
53
55
57
58
59
, 60

Teach
Watch brand
Obta ins
Wrench
Passover meal
Punches

DOWN
Sta nding out from
· the rest
2 Appease
3 Bas ketba 11 need
4 Imita tors
5 Fuss
6 Wan
7 Responsibility
8 "Joey"
9 Inflames with 1ave
10 Feed fully
11 Italian poet

12 Rags
13 flontana ci ty

14 Water performers
19
22
24
26
27

Picnic prob lem
Candidate in ' 84
Type of Toyota
Su lks
Ri ver to the Nort.h
Sea

-

30 Mr . Grauman
32 Command (abbr. )
34 Frolics

35 Moreover
36
37
38
39
40

Class format
David's ins trument
Piece of jewe lry
Historic places
Cut

42 Res idences
44 Ivnerican painter '
47 Of a musical sound
49 Wash
50 Roma n roa d

51 Louis Armstrong's
nickname

by Missouri Miner

54 " E l - "
56 African antelope

Our editor-in-chief, Liz Trimble, We're really going to miss you!
see ·Solutions, page 16
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C{assifieds
. Miscdfaneous
Female RoommltefWa ntcd!
Staning this summen 305 W. II th Sc -2
bedroom house, excellent condition; reasonable
rent; across the street from Chemical
Engineering Bldg. For more information please
call Elisabeth, Rebecca or Thuy. 341-8063.
Summer Rental Only:
Two BR Townhouse. Central Air. All
electric. Very nice. Discounted Rent . 3645532.

.y

,
For Rent3 blocks from UMR:
House: 3 large bedrooms, central air, 1106
N. Cedar (comer of 12th & Olive); Renl $190
Apartment: S-2 bedroom efficiency; 1106
N. Cedar (comer of 12th & Olive); Renl SI75
Apartment: C-2 bedroom apartment; 1106
N. Cedar (comer of 12th & Olive); Renl $240
For Summer Term only. Call 364-9783 or
364-7990, ask for Bob Dowdy.
Apartments for Rent:
On e block from campus, behind Majik
Mart. AC, dishwasher, major appliances
partially furnished. Summer Rates! Call 3642222,364-9741,364-3891.

Greal Part-Time Opportunity
GAIN EXPERlENCE AND EARN
MONEY
by working en Fortune 500 Companies'
marketing programs on campus. 2-4 Flexible
hours each week. Applications being taken for

"Think ing of bkfng some time off (rom
school?U

immediate and Fall '89 openings. Call: 1-800-

We need MOTHER'S HELPERS.
Household duties and childcare, Live in
exciting New York Ci ty sUbWbs. Room, board
& salary included. 203-622-4959 or 914-2731626 o r 1-800-222-XTRA.

821-1543.

-

Everyone is Welcomed
to First Annual "Mo Black Engineer
Pageant." Friday, April 28th, 1989. 7 p.m .
Missouri Room . Please come and support us .
Admission Free!

-

-

- - - --

-

- - --

-

-

Make $300 or more at one group m eeting
Student organization, fraternity, sorority
needed to conduct marketing project aCyour
next meetin8. Call 1-800-932-0528, Ext 110
Fo r Sale:
1975 Kawasaki Z-l (900 cc) motorcycl e.
$900. Call Skip aI 364-8589 or 341-6526.
Asking Questions?
Do you wish to know of God's plan of
salvation? Join World Dible School, P.O. Box
291, Rolla, MO 65401

IIAICH PIPI18

18,278 to choose from -alI.1Ubject1
Order Catalog Today with Visa/Me or

800·351
In Calif. (213)4n.a226

Me, you, a large quantity of alcohol, and a
double size trash ca n.
Comfortably Numb
P.S. Can I wear your clean underwear?

------ - - - - - - Vicki,
Has your aim improved any or do you still
tend towards mattresses?
Mootly Harmless
.-------,
Poor Kim a nd Vicki,
Do you feel abused ... Would you like to??
Pervect
Dan,
How is your cheek? Sorry for my sudden
outburst of female strength,
Mike Tyson
Nick,
Nice pink sunglasses, watch out for those
cops in you r rcarvicw mirror! Your a great
driver under stress, especially
with Uzzell in the back yelling at the top of her
lungs "stop before the s ign!!" ,
Missy

Betty,
RUN .. RUN ... RUN!! !

Custom research also available-ali_s

Personafs
Alan, Joh n, & Fred,
White shoe polish looks beller on your
shocs.:.and they deflOately need it!

*

Fast Times at
Ridgemont High·

*

It Came From Outer Space

Batman,
I h carTw~Face is on the loose again,
think we should take away his coin.

i1mii
TO!llI

csp<ciall!

Thanks r.
h,~if ~

001 JI the
sisltlSJJ't

Fr ed,
Guess what?? We m ade it home from Sigma
Nu .
Your new friend

P.S. 1Jon

If you mash with her again , you have to mash
with me again to keep things even .
Last semesters love s lave

PiOmeg'
Sm'"
for loclu{
Lqllize i

DIn & NI

Nitti
Tommy',
Who lovcs you Baby? What will our next
poem say? Should we ask D?
Betty
Uzz,
Were you practicing for a future Wal·Mart
job the other night in Sigma Nu 's Bathroom?
"1£, Welcome!"
Your rescuers

"'pus.

quesuaos.

ZIg,

JUS IS~

nJMing!!!

J.T., the baby·sitter,
AlfTed

W estling,

Do you lend your blue ceramic sWCllShirt to

'You woldn't have to change your sheets if
you'd ~each her how to use a bucket.
Concerned

St

Nicki,
Hang Ten swfer girVpuker.

just anybody?

Bcst Friends

What's your op ini on ?
Student Council Calstituuon • vote now!
StuCo
Mimi,
Your the best! Thank s for aU your help .
Love in A.O.T .
YLS

B.,
Sorry about my stupid, thoughtless comment
last week. Forgive me? I'll buy you a beer and
try to be more creative with my insults next
time.

S.

T

P,
Thanks for borrowing my books . It gives me
• a nice excuse to visit you.

I think this one might be a H ickory Tree

S.
Dave,
Thanks for listening. I appreciate our
friend ship. Good luck on fmals .
Hacker

Diane,
Here's a litlle dilly ... Last time you only
grabbed one inch, there's eight more lefL
Jack

Congrals lo all the gods
H ey SUB· hum a ns!
What dale have you set to get STOMPED!

e to the Drive - In after the Greek W
Carnival!! 'Right - hand side of 63 - North ·
across 1-44
Free popcorn & s<?~~ will be served

I'mg!

Lico,
Missy

Nick,

Congratulations to 1989-'90 N.S.8.E. UMR
Execu tive Board
President
Leon Stewart
V-President
T yrOilOa Johnson
Treasurer
Ke nneth Rice
Secretary
Colette Neal

FRIDAY APRIL 21 BEGINNING AT
7:30PM
PRESENTING
* American Graffiti * Amazon Women on the Moon

You I.

PiO""i

Or, rush ~.OO 10: "-arch A a I . _
113221daOO Ave . I2O&SN . LosAngolos, CA 90025

ALL NIGHT AT THE
DRIVE - IN

D1"dr~

_..:J
Mula,

Belly & Deirdre,
Sometime how about we party with my pants
on?
Jack

SLUCO

Geor ge,
I want the best for you. I'm sad the way
things worked out.
LYCB ,
Miss you

Marljo,
.You are the Greatest little s ister! !!
Love in AOT
YBS
Spa nky,
Whose the boring one? I kicked it up more
than you did ! Yea Boyyeec!
Your Spring "Ri ng " Pal,

Brian,
:. Thanx for being such a gre.atlil' bro' and
going to Calc every da-y! I Love You!

YBS

. see Classifieds page 9

11

caf
be

1999 Greek Week Queen Candidata,
Do a11 of you excell as a student Jl\d • leader

Pledge Masters,
We 're really not pledges but underc()vcr narc
agents and Betty isn't her reaJ name! Just

on the UMR campus?

remember .
that I'm the

Eric,
You're a super adopted lil' bro! Sometime
soon we need to make it official.

Dan at Kappa SIg,

YBS

We heard that a cenain girl told th is' one guy
that her favorite way was ... well lets say she
probably would enjoy Grary Train! So did she

Scott,

--

--

.yH"••",

Congrats on having such a great big sis! I
love you!

leU you she preferred it the same way?
.
Sincerely,
• Your Concerned Analysts

YBS
Fleig, Bone, Tim, and Sha rp,
How many IFC reps docs it take to stan a
chainsaw?
Onion

Jo,

cheering for you.

The D.L.S
Hey KA,
How about that chariot!!!!

.

. P.S. Don't forget your ducs!!!
Pi Omega Tau,
Smoker Sal. Moring 7:00 ~.m: Ask MemBer
for location.
Legalize it. Don't CritiCizc' ~L Ycecaah!

laVClOmuh

"'tllm

To the Men of Kappa Alpha,
Let's have fun at the games. We will be

Alpha Chapter . To the KA Softball Guys,

fmnSigma

:lSlO't'cslave

p, Tosh

Keep up the good world You guys are
studs!
A Fan

To My Lov1e Muffin Honey Bunch Sweetie,
Good thing you are cute! .
Love,

YoUrH.B,

Dan & Nick,
Nice butt structures! You guys shouldn't
keep us out so late, people are beginning to ask

To TKE's, Chris and Da.e,

~uestions .

blast.

Th~ for kidnapping me last week . It was a

Betty & Missy

Zig,
Just snap your finger and we'll come
running! !!
Your Z Chi 0 slaves

Triangle,
You guys really know how to throw. TGIF.
The house looks greatll

To the Sphlnxmen of A Phi A,
May God bless you in your endeavor.
A friend

Nelcy & RQiIe,
CONGRATSI You "Outstanding Young
Women of ~erica"!!
Keep up 'the good world
Ko:.-Le,

, ,

Thank. for the good time,
The girls at 1607 N, Pine
Chi 0,
Thanks for coming together and doing such.
great job on the house.

LiCO,
HM

""~ Dann

Thanks for being two of my best friends her
.
always love ya'!!
at Rolla, 1'll never forget you guys, and I'll

y

80
y,

"

,

Congratulations buddy! I always knew yw
were a god.
Love,

YiS
Nlkkl-

Theta Xi

Thanks for the free enlertainmenL Ne~t time at:e'll have to do M&M's again. Dinner is jwt
my cal gets stuck in the tree I'll call you guys. W~ n
e same.
.ZAN
canha~eapartyonLhcroor-causeitsreally,really _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

'

M&M#l,
Surprise! Hope this makes up for th e last
onc... Just wanted to tell you again how much I
love you
and how lucky I am to have found you. You ' re
everything I ever dreamed of and I'll never let
you go.
.
Keep up the studies ... Graduation isn't far away.
I know you can do it!!
Love,
M&M#2
Congratulations to Sam, Esthe~, 'C ornelius
and Aleta,
Good luck with your jobs. Take God with
you and you will do well.

2 Black

Deanna & Stephanie.
You guys are awesome lil'sistersl

LiCO,

Chi Omega,
Get psyched for len year!

YBS.
LiCO· ----------~------------

r--- - - - - - _ , - -______ Hey •• guess who's going to be in au O's pie
throwing booth: Anthony Holmes , Jim .
Stu.d ,..
Westhoff, 80 Parrish, Rich Berger, Steve loogI know the truth now. You really aren't going meyer, Josh Prince, Steve Sullivan, Linda
on planltrips~. its another woman isn't it?
Martin, Brent Arthaud, Jennifer Hinson,
' -_ _ _"_ _ _ _ _ _ __ TB_TT_E_IIT_Y Rolynda Walke" Chris KO!'h, Mike Sclburg,
Angie Allphin, Joe Shtikys; Rich Coochran,
Vicki,
Are you sure?

LiCO,
Your Rommie

Mlke..Bnmstein, Dietrich Kuhlmann, and More
Come throw a pie during the carnival

========:,=======.

Missy,
The HP is upstairs - do you have the right
numbers?

2 Strong!
Tamlko,
The changes in you are eviden\ • you're a '
bundle of joy! What a LADY!
Observer

Amy,
Only two more issues!
YALS

The Resistor

Betty

WII·Man
Ithroan?

Bob
TheD,LS,

Pi Omega Tau,
Seconc Conclave being heW SaL April 22nd
out at the fields. Bring your Rushees. Litle
sisters are also welcome.

Colorblind

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Y_O_u_'N_ei~gh_bor_

Robin,
Many thanks . You ~ wooderful!

To the Men or Kappa Aplha,
Good Luck at the Games!

To sum it all up .... Thanks for e~erything,
especially aU the time you've set aside for me!
Thanks for listening. It really helps. I'm
here if you need ANYTlONG!
Love ya,
George

Who's that cut Spot in the front!

flat.

Good Pitching. Keep it up.

TIm E.,

nneI\'friClld

remember always, .... you will always have a
very special place in my hean. Thank you!
Lo~e,
M,

Congntulations on the Home Run!

YiS

WOO,
Missy

And

Honse,
Z1am

NN·

Hey Sphlnxmen,

your time and yourself with me. I too, will
lr'easure the memories we have made together.

Korba,
Sony about that catch. Nice try.

I'm going to miss you!

Terminator,
Will you be my big brother?

I just wanted to let you know how very much
you have meant to me. Thank you for sharinR

You Gals are Awesome. BID!

Dlcrdre,
You look like one of the guys, too.

Terminator,
I'm sure you Ire wondering what I'm getting
at.
NN

K,

Lady Miners,

Mal'la,

''''Pofhtr

NN

one to sign th..: board.

, Your Pledges?

hoI,,,,,, .

'''bIYN"""
""1

fll'Sl

Terminator, f
With St. Pat's Being over, will you have any
free time?

Terminator,
Congratulations on being President. I wish
you a good and successful year.

NN

MIKE!S B,OOK SHOP
1106 N~ PINE
8:00 4:30 MONDAY FRIDAY
\

, sh""if

COlee"""

-

s,

--

Student Union Board Presents
April Fool's Comedy Series

EDWARD JACKMAN
This Week Thurs April. 2Q

Earl Reed
Thursday April 27

(lei

IAll shows are at 8pm in VeE
cafeteria. Refreshments will
be available-at nominal cost
AdmiSSIon' Free
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Winne~ " 'o f Motorcycle

UMR :STUDENT
James ,Hartley!
Drawing held
February 23 'at UMR
SECRETARIES
LUNCHEON.
16 others won a
cO'nsolation prize of
Three of a Kind
Lottery Tickets!

THE FAR SIDE

I~ A CUT A80V~
~209 West 11th St. HAIR SALON
364-6866

.

GARY LARSON

Now Have Wolff Tanning Beds!

QUALITY CLEANE«'S--'~-1

* Expert Cleaning * Reasonably priced
108 Vt/. 7th Street

Rolla, Mo 6540J

364-3650

J

."IAK • • ICIALS

PIZZA

Served Daily Until 10 pm

I ••••_1< ._,",wlell
. . . . . . . . Mc..n .·Sot . until" Pfn . .

Salads • Sandwiches
Pasta

5 % Beer on Sunday
- SPECIALTIES • Gyros
,. • Souvlak i

• Gre!>k Salad
• Spinach Pie
• Baklava

S _ I ' S_ _ III·ap_

. . . . . . . . .C7I.......... .
Soh drink Includ.d

"So there he was - this big gorilla just lying
there, And Jim here says, 'Do you suppose
it's dead or just asleep?'"

'4
•

..........,..............
.. _.Ile ................. .
,

'j . _

. . . . . aIrI ..........

.*"

"

'5

AU
lpec;loll c _ wlt~ Gorden Solad .
Iok.d "01010 or french 1',1. " r •• ol Tooll

3BDRM. APARTMENT
FOR RENT
* $300 / month + ut~lities
* Fully Furnished
* Washer + Drver
* 3 blocks from ca1npus
Call Collect after 6 pm
(417) 869 - 801 2
MEDI
- VAL!JE
PHARMACY

,--

,

l

CI ••

':"

d~

.. '.' CNOIIoCJoo ' ..'.....

O'I"_ .,.,U"-"O'P.....

Rolla's OnlX Downtown Phannacy :;:, . ,' : , .j' : ;
1000 rine jrrect RolJa 364-7077 ' , '.
"
Mon,-Fri.8 :30-8 Sat. 8:30-6
Sunday 11-5
7 DAYS A WEEK
Full Lin':! of Drug Store and Pharmacy Items Piu,;1
I.

If you have question s about the prescriptions you take,
ask Bill Wuenscher, your fri endly pham1acist, for the
answers!

lot-L O

" Listen ... this party's a drag, But later on,
Floyd, Warren and myself are going over to
Farmer Brown's and slaughter some
chickens,"

-~
"' l ,:>:
,r,

, c ..."""".. ru''*'"

O"lhbu""" t>y v... ... ' ... l ~ S ....-.....

1~
"

•

'. //:

""1. 1
C.'_C>t~I ..•.......

G o' ......0117.1

_'-'II~eu~~ .a ~

"No! No! Not that ! Not the pit !

4 -11

S~ e

•

\,

..;

l""'(,)f'

'..

,'r·'"

.Missouri Minei, '-'o Pa'ge-"1 " ' : .'.

BLOOM COUNTY

-'ii' '.
~
'"

INTERNA TIONAL TOlJRS OF ROLLA
Your one stop. for comple;e travel plallning

1023 Kings Hwy,
across from Burger Kmg

341-3300

Banquet Facilities Available
Men's Night - Wednesday
,Ladies! Night - Thursday
9:30 - 1:00
341-2110

t lying
ppose

2001 Forum Drive

Nancee Kahler and
Open the Sky
performing

New Age Jazz
8:00 pm Wdnesday .Apri126
at Centenial Hall
Variety and Entertainment,
~

..,IINf? CCMlecT THe

H-7J/l8 ~ ~/6NAl

me

.

Sunday Nighl
Student

M1P 7WIXT
VCR II#P
7H£ t81l PeXl?lli>18{£.1?
fJOX ZH-3108 :,'

Special

SIRLOIN

STOCKADE
Chopped Sirloin
Chicken Fried ·Steak
eac.h only
Sundays
4 p.m.-Closing

Includes: Potato, toast,
salad & hot food bar, and drink.
1401 Martin Spring Drive
364-7168

Open: Sun-Thurs 11 am -l0 pm
Fri-Sat 11 ~ m-11 pm

_L_
. PItH Fremlng bench presses well over 200 pounds in the weightlifting portion ofthe
pentathalon . .

SUMf"lL.

Chi Q's Debbie Walton, Karen Ashford and Barb Halpin take
a break at the Greek Week opening.

Tammy Gross and Eddie Rodriguez exchange clothes in the
Slippery When Wet"Contest.

(jreel( 'Wee1(1989

Jet

Suaan Lowe

Tom Nerf of Kappa Sig passes a dog in the Tricycle ·Race. The dog was disqualified for
leaving its tricycle.
.
.

AEPi
jUst t
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the

JeffAmlel and Ste~e Faser Sho~ 011 TKE's Chariot::.
-

r

is here!!

AEPi's Eric Parsons, Scott Quackenbush and Tim Morrow
just having a good time Saturday.

.

S_l_

IFe baby reps Dave Libiez. and Mike Sharp examine AEPi's form in the caterpillar race.
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1989 (jreer( Weer( (jods

Jeff Meyer
ZEUS

Gene Erker
POSEIDON
Lord of the sea and brother
of both Hadesand Zeus, Poseidon 1989 is Gene Erker of Tau
Kappa Epsilon. Poseidon's
mood is as turbulent as the
tide . If angered he has been
known to destroy whole towns
with floods or plague. Poseidon is lord of all waters and
creator of the horse.

-

Scott Costello
HADES
The lord of the underworld,
Hades 1989, is Scott Costello
of Beta Sigma Psi. Hades was
the stem, strong god of darkness
who
kidnapped
Persephone, the daughter of
Demeter, to rule the abyss by
his side. Scott has only one
thing to say : "God of the underworld? Well isn't that SPECIAU"

The most powerful and
respected god, Zeus 1989, is
Jeff Meyer. Zeus is ruler of
both gods and men and he is
known for his many love affairs_ He lives upon Mount
Olympus, where he dispenses
justice with the use of his
might)!' thunderbolt.. As Zeus
sits upon his throne on Mount
Olympus, he enjoys the Greek
.Games, which are Pl!t on each
year in his honor.
.

Gyes ~1989 is Nick Marler
from Sigma Chi.
As Gyes,
APOLLO
Nick is one of the Hecaton. chires, the i DO-handed giants
who were the children of UraApollo, god of the sun,
prophecy, music, and arch- nus and Gaea. He was also
ery, is Nat Broeckling. Apollo known as Gyges. Looking ,at
as the sun god carries the sun his assignment Nick comacross' the sky each day in is ments. "With the way Zeus
his solar chariot. Apollo has throws around his thunderbolt I
thwarted his enemies with his need 100 arms to guard it. "
great bow, soothed weary
souls with the playing of his
lyre, and bestowed great insight and prophecies upon the
Oracle of Delphi. Nat's inspiring message is "I never met a
p~~~ing cake 1 didn't like."

Nat BroeckHng

G(
forT,
andtl
has,
displ;
chair
man,
Tau I

the G

forth
Inter'

Sigm

"-

_ • 1

HEPHAESTUS
Known as the ugly god,
Hephaestus 1989 is Phillip
Ha IIiday. After defending Hera
in a quarrel Hephaestus was
permanently injured by his
father Zeus. Being the god of
crafts and a skilled artisan he
created many wonderful
things:

Dave Platt

Stephanie Dinwiddie

Phillip Halliday
Gerry EIphingstone

HERMES
Hermes 1989, the most
c1everofthe Olympian gods, is
Gerry Elphingstone. Hermes
was known to rule wealth and
good fortune, was the patron of
commerce and thievery, promoted fertility, and guided
men on joumeys. He. was the
fleet-footed herald 'and messenger of the gods, the son of
Zeus, and a god of sleep.
Gerry, looking back on his
position-;. .comments "God of
speed and agility???"

Dan Reardon
KOrrUS

ATHENA

BRIAREUS

Move over gods, Athena is
here!
Athena for 1989 is
Stephanie Dinwiddie. Stephanie served the Panhellenic
Council a's a past Vice President. She is currently Secretary for Zeta Tau Alpha and
Business Manager for the
Miner, she is also a member of
Pi Tau Sigma and Blue ' Key.
Athena is said to be the virgin
goddess of wisdom, a warrier
. who sprang fully armed from

. Briareus 1989 is Dave
Platt. Briareus was Zeus per,
sonal body guard. He was a
sea giant who had 100 arms.
When Zeus was confined in
chains as he slept Thetis, a sea
goddess, called on Briareus to
free him. To mortal men he
was known as Aegaeon. Dave
comments, "If "I'm Zeus'
bodyguard, who is going to
protect me?!"

the head of Zeus after he had
swallowed the Titaness Metis.
She was also a goddess of the
arts and guardian of Athens.
Her chieftraits were prudence
and valor.

This year' s second guard, tonchires, Kottus is a gia.n twith
Kottus , is Dan Reardon from 100 hands and a guardian of
Triangle. Also one of the Heca- Zeus.

Brian Rolli
DIONYSUS
The partying has begun
with Brian Rolli sitting on
Mount Olympus as Dionysus
1989. As god of fertility and of
the vine, Dionysus served to
liberate the emotions and to
inspire men with joy. Like the
grape vine, he suffered death
but was resurrected;' His female . worshipp~rs 'were the
frenzied Maenads: He is also
known as the god of drunk,
eness.

Tin
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1989 [!FC 9vfan of the year Candidates
,

Bo Parrish
Sigma Tau Gamma
Bo has held numerous offices
at Sigma Tau Gamma fraternity,
inCluding president, vice-president-management, vice-president-membership, comptroller,
and corresponding secretary. Bo
has been the vice-president and
secretary for Sigma Gamma Epsilon and a DJ for KMNR. He also
is a member of Alpha Phi Omega,
Tau Beta Pi, and Phi Eta Sigma.

~

Marler
s Gyes,
lecatondgiants
10fUralas also
:lking,at
~ comly Zeus
derbohl
~:

Gene Erker
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Gene is currently the treasurer
for Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity
and the Interfraternity Council. He
has also been the homecoming
display chairman, St. Pat's float
chairman, public relations chairman, and the student knight for
Tau Kappa Epsilon. He also was
the Greek Week fields chairman
for the IFC and is a member of the
Intercollegiate Knights and Pi Tau
Sigma.

Nathaniel Broeckling
Theta Xi
Nat is currently se(ving his
second term of office as president
of Theta Xi Fraternity and is also
president of the IFe. Nat has also
held the offices of vice-president.
secretary. and rush chairman for
Theta Xi. He has also served as
publicity chairman, rush chairman, and goGiz and goddessess
chairman for the Interfraternity
Council.

Aaron Ayer
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Aaron has been the rush chairman, pledge educator, public relations chairman, fund-raising
chairman, cu_dgel chairman, and
assistant steward chairman for
the Sigma Phi Epsilon Fratemity.
He also is a member of many
campus organizations, including
Phi Eta Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, Eta
Kappa Nu, Alpha Phi Omega,
IEEE. and the Rugby Club.

s Dave
per-

~us

: was a

oarms.

Bob Norris
Beta Sigma Psi
Bob has served as president,
first vice- president, rush chairman. steward, athletic manager.
and sergeant-at-arms for the Beta
Sigma Psi Fraternity. Bob has
also been secretary. float and
parade chairman, and guard as a
member of the st. Pat's Board. In
addition, he has served as special
projects chairman for Theta Tau
Omega _

'Jned in
'5, asea
lreus to
en he

Dave
Zeus'
oing to

1.

TIm Pimmel
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Tim has held many offices for
Alpha Epsilon Pi including president, vice-president, and pledgemaster. In addition, Tim has represented Alpha Epsilon Pi as a
member of the St. Pat's Board and
Student Union Board. He has
been the Public Relations Director, National Publicity Chairman,
and a Guard of the St. Pat's Board.

~
~
~

:~

~

~

~~~

Chris Mallow
Pi Kappa Alpha
Chris has served as the scholarship chairman and assistant
treasurer for the Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity . In addition to his activities at Pi Kappa Alpha. Chris has
been the historian of Phi Eta
Sigma and is a member of Tau
Beta Pi and Kappa Mu Epsilon. He
has also been very active with the
UMR Volleybal~ Club.
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AFROT'C dines out
Submitted by AFROTC
The University of Missouri-Rolla
Air Force ROTC Cadet Corps will be
holding its sixth annual Dining Outon
Apri122. It will beheld in the cafeteria
of the University Center-East.
Dining Out consists of a reception,
dinner and address by a distinguished
guest speaker. Afterward, there is a
dance for the cadets and all guests.
The Dining Out is an integral part
of Air Force tradition. In the past six

years on our campus it has become the
major Air Force ROTC social event.
This is the highlight of each eventful
year.
This year our guest speaker is
Colonel James E. Sehorn from Scott
Air Force Base, lIJinois. Colonel .
Sehorn is the Air Force Reserve Advisor to the Commander in Chief of
Military Airlift Command.
The
Colonel is a former prisoner of war in
SouUteast ASIa.
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Don't to forget to pay your parking tickets. Don't let three dollars stop you frombymaking
thirty thousand.
.

LEAD THE FIELD.
As a nuclear officer, you could
lead the field in nuclear propulsion technology. The N avy
operates the most advanced
nuclear equipment in the world.
Including more than half the
nuclear reactors in America. The
men who maintain and operate
these reactors are among the best.
The Navy is accepting applications from qualified sophomores,
juniors and seniors for the prestigious nuclear program. This pro·
gram pays you $1,000 a month dur. ing your junior and senior years.
Plus $2,000 upon graduation .
After graduation, as a Navy
officer, you receive a year of graduate-level training unavailable _
anywhere else at any price. You
become a highly trained member
of an elite group leading the
adventure in today's nuclear
Navy. And, after five years, you
_
can be earning as much as $44,000.
To qu.alify, you must be working toward, or have earned, a bachelor's degree and be
aU ..S. clUzen between 19 and 2S years of age. You must also have completed a
nurumurn of one year each of calculus and calculus-based physics with a "E" average
or better.
Call the Navy M_anagement Programs Office for information on how to apply. If
you'd like to lead the field, join the best in the nuclear field.

1-800-322-6289 (IL) or 1-800-446-6289 (MO)
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Beth
go by hersel f. To no one in particular
she added, "Take care."
Sally smiled vaguely. Looking
back , Beth could say with certitude
that that was when their fnends hip
ended. But at the time, all she had had
was a feeling of uncomfortable relief.
It was a couple of weeks later that
she firs t admitted that she and Sally
were no longer comm unicating. They
had hardly talked in two weeks. Brian
had something to do with it, but she
wasn't sure what. She stopped suddenly. Itmighthave been herimagination the last time, but this time it
definitely wasn't. There, going into
"Andre's," was Brian. What was he
doing in this part of town? Stop being
silly, she chided herself, Sally's
probably showing him the hot spots of
her neighborhood. As far as hot spots
wen!, "Andre's" cracked thc thermometer. Of the two weekly police
raids on that street. it was always the
target of one. Probably just th e kind of
place Bri an would want to go to.
She tried to justify her surveillance
of" Andre's," then gave up and admit·
ted that she wanted to see what Brian
and Sally were up to. Her curiosity
was soon satisfied. Brian emerged
about fi ve minutes later. The only
problem was, he wasn't with Sally, he
was with Ken. She liked Ken even less
than she did Brian. What were they up
to? They were walking too briskly to
be sightseeing in a novel part of town.
Beth followed them against her better
juclgemcnt. She knew that there was
nothing to be gained from s,uch an
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from page 5
action. Or was there?
They walked to a car parked in a
dark alley . Not the kind of parking
place tourists usually choose, Beth
mused. The car, a battered specimen
the original color of which it was
impossible to determine, looked like it
had first left the factory decades before
Beth had been born. It was not the car
either Brian or Ken drove to school. It
was only too obviously part of an
elaborate scheme to allay suspicions.
It served, to the contrary, to arouse
Beth's suspicions to the point of no
return. It would soon be dark, so she
had to find out as much as she could
while she could .
It was the evening rush hour, so
their car didn ' t leave her too far behind. At firs t she thought they were
heading for another part of town. Then
she suddenly found herself in front of
the apartment building in which Sally
lived. She fe lt really stupid. This was
nothing I)1ore than a social call! '
She headed home, scolding herself
severely.
. "Beth," h"r mother greeted her,
"Sally's mother just CJIllcd. There's
been a shooting at their apartment
building and it seems Sally's been
hurt. Yoti want me to drive you over
there?" . '
"Ycs," Bet)1 said faintly, fearing
the worst. Had she Icft too soon? Did
Brian and Ken have anything to do
with the shooting?
(Specula le freely and find
anlwer nexl week.)
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·So ftb all team prepares for tournament
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Submitt ed by Dave Belloli
When last week started the
Lady Miners were well under ,500
with a record of 6-15, but by weeks
end they had climbed to a 13-17
mark just four games shy of ,500.
This 7 out of 9 streak can be contributed to a more combine d team
effort and some very strong performanc es. JoAnn Stratman
pitched 8 out of the 9 games and
went 6-2 for the week. While the
offense scored a total of 69 runs and
the defense only allowed 19, The
Lady Miners are finally starting to
put together strong performances
in all aspects of the game, which
has been a weakness all year for the
team.
The Lady Miners are definitely
playing well and bringing it together at the right time of the season. Only one week remains in the
season and the week concludes
with the post-season conference
tournament April 21-22, this Friday and Saturday. The Tourna-

Miners will be in action. The winner of the tourname nt automatically geLS a bid to regionals, so it's
basically all or nothing for the
Lady Miner Softball team this
weekend.
The Lady Miners are' also in

action this week at home on their
field Wednesd ay against University of Missouri- Kansas City. The
Lady Miners are hoping to continue to play well and are looking
very strong going into this final
week of the season.

,, .

-eor,eny

After swattin g the ball into oblivion , catcher Angie Honse
takes a stroll around the bases. Honse's 2-run homer led the
Lady Miners to a 5-1 victory over SLU last Tuesday.
ment ~s being played here in Rolla
at Bear Juan Park. The seeds for the
tourname nt are yet to be deter-

mined, but will be posted in the
Rolla Daily News when disclosed
as well as the times when the Lady
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Submitte d by Matthew Rest
M-Club Publicity Director
Jim Steibel, a senior from Prairie
du Rocher. Illinois, hit a two-run
homer and a two-run triple while going
6 for 8 at the plate in the Miners'
doubleheader sweep of Southwest
Baptist University on April 10, Having left track for baseball because of
leg injuries, Jim is in his second season
with the team, His great speed and fine
defensive skills have made him a
welcome addition to the s uad.

been
over

Jring
Did
o do

By Buck Simpson
Staff Writer
Perhapsit was the air conditioning
or the cramming the night before, but
I would swear I heard the theme from
the twilight zone playing when I
stepped into coach Dewey Allgood's
office last week. Once again, in the
Lincoln University Invitational , a
school record had fallen. However,
this time it came from an unex.pected
source named Kurt Daniels.
Daniels, running the race of his life
in the I 10-m higjl hurdles, flew by
teammate Pat Short as he crossed the
line in :14.44. This clocking easily
broke the old record set by Link in
1984. It is worth noting that Daniels
previous best had only been : 14.6, and
national qualifier Pat Short ran :14.68
. in the same race.
In the field events, Eric
trumpecker had a great day in the
javelin. Throwing into the wind,
Crumpecker still managed to set a new .
personal best and win the event with a
throwofl6 9-3. Then, he came back to
win the shot put with a throw of 47-S
and take second in the discus with a
130 footer. Luckily it was Matt Thompson who beat out Crump ecker, as
he threw 141 in the discus. In the hot

events oflast week, Darren Smith won
again in the long jump with a 22' 9.5",
and Scott Musgrave took third in the
triple jump with a leap of 47' 2.7S"
after taking second in the long jump
behind Smith. UMR also dominated
the pole vault as Tyson Foster, Mike
Halbach. and Kendall Link went 1,2,
3. Foster came out of his slump as he
'Won the event with a jump of 14-6.
On the·track , John Conrad dropped
two seconds and took fourth in the
IS00-m run with a time of 4:10. Gary
Gibbs , held off teammate Tony Wofford in the quarter for second with a
49.79 c1ockirig. Later, Gibbs came
back to win the 800-m run in I:S7 .12.
Eric Powers, unable to beat the man he
handled last week, took second in the
SOOO-m run with a 16: 17. In the last
even of the day, Mike Polk managed to
take second in the 200-m dash with a
22.32.
in the end, UMR walked away with
the4 overall team win with 197 points.
Coach Dewey Allgood now is gearing
hi s men toward the Mule Relays next
Friday. Teams such as CMSU and
NEMO will definitely bring out the
best the team has to offer.

-~

Lady Miner pitcher, JoAnn Stratman, releases the ball while
Lisa Burwell and Jennife r Cordes cover second and right field
during MIAA compet ition last Tuesday.
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USSR's free elections mark' a changi~g government

:.

By Matt McLaughlin
StafT Writer
Free elections, civil unrest, and
religiou;; freedom? In the Soviet Union? Okay , so they still don't have
more than one political party, and that
pany still must approve all candidatcs
on the ballot. But it would secm that
Moscow really is changing its way of
doing business.
The elections which were held in
t"e USSR on the 26th of last month
were the first time that competing candidates were voted for on a secret
ballot since the revolutions of Nov
1917 according to David Law, (Professor of Russian Studies at UMR).
The national c\G<;tions were for the
new Iy formed Congress of Peoples
.Deputies which will be the.legislative
unit of the Soviet government. This
congress will be convened shortly to
select a smaller "standing parliament"
of about450 members, which will then
be the major legislative decision
making body. According to an anicle
in the St. Louis Post-Di spatch ,
Mikhail Gorbachev hopes to see each
member of the congress spend one
year of their five-year term in this
group.
The institution of this legi slative
body should not be taken to mean that
thc Communist Party has tUl"!'ed con-

trol over to the will of the people. The
party reserved 750 of the 2250 scats
for ranking party members and offi cials, while the_party had to approve
the candidacies of those who were in
the election. There wcre, however,
enough nontraditional types elected to
add 'more variety .to · Soviet government that it has seen in ~ long 'lime.
The elections were something of a
surprise on many fronts. Many arty
leaders and ranking military officers
went to unexpected defeat at the hands
of their more radical competition. A
major defeat was that of a nonvoting
member of the Politburo, Yuri Solovyev . Party boss of Leningrad, Solovyev received only 44% of the popular vote in an · uncontested election
according to the ·Christian Scicnce
Monitor. There is speculation that
Solovyev, along with many others
who wen: defeated, could find th'is
lack of popular support fatal to their
political careers.
Another big loser was the military.

ORGE WALSH ff_::::
DON'T

Traditio~al1y UD!Olichable in their
roles as heroes of the mothcrl!!Jld, the
gleam on the top brass has become
somewhat tarnished of late. Recent
disclosures of widespread hazing in
the military, along with the bad taste
left by the Afghanistan affair, have
somewh,at changed the common
person: s vicw of the military in general.

On the other side of the coin are
such people as Boris Yells in. A former
non-voting9* politburo member,
Yeltsin lost this position, along with
that of party boss of Moscow, in 1987
as a result of criticizing Gorbachev for
being too slow in his reforms. In the
elections, however, popular opinion
was clearly in his favor as he easily
secured a seat .representing Moscow.
His repuiation apparently had additional repercussions , according to unofficial sources. Vladimir Volkov,
Yeltsin's onlY'supporter in last year 's
party conference in his home base of
Sverdlovsk, won easily while

V;~tI)f:: f ~-~

GET

BEHIND
\S
IN YOUR SCHOOL WORK

BUT
WHEN IT'S TIME FOR YOUR NEW CAR
WE'VE GOT ALL THE RIGHT STUFF
THE

lyst to the situation. Among the many whether it was really the Nazi 's who
groups combining to vote pany con- were responsible for the slaughtering
servatives out are those who are look- of Jews in Stalingrad, all disappeared
ing for reform within the current to one extent or another during
framework, a more ideological group Breshnev's reign . Not only have they
who wisn to do away with the current been brought out to exile, but they are
system altogether, and a somewhat re- being allowed to speak their minds to
actionary element, symbolized ·· by Weslerners. The recent elections are
Yeltsin, who object to pany privileges another example, being voluntary and
and such. These, combined with in- secret.
Although participation
creasing economic pressures and the dropped form a forced level of99% to
wider dissemination of information about 86%, the previous 96% party
resulting from Glasnost, have scrved line pattern has obviously gone out the
to provide much more opinionated window. But there are still a lot of
voter input.
questions to be answered.
A lot of change has occurred in the
While no one can expect GorUSSR since Gorbachev came to bachev to overcome all the political
power.
Dissident scientist Andei inertia in the USSR even ifhe wants to;
Sakharov, popular composer Rodion there is some fear of a backslide. Be. Shchedrin who wrote religious music, tween nationalist uprising and serious
and poet Yevtushertko who questioned economic problems, it would be easy
Sverdlovsk pany boss'leonid Bobykin for m any to become disenchanted with
lost heavily.
Glasnost and Perestroika. According
The results seem to be the result of to Dr. Law, there is the possibility that
a number of political viewpoints .this could all be reversed if the public
working together with the current state became discontented and voted in a
of the. Soviet economy lending a cata- conservative block. In the Pravda,
Gorbachev was quotcd as saying
that,contrary. to undermining his authority, the election results where an
obvious support for his programs.
Hopefully, he will be able to keep this
support alive in the face of the many
obstacles in from of him.

'G MAC
College Graduate Finance Plan

.~- Is.·",@ • ToW TrMl5portddon Progr.ms •
100 FAIRGROUND ROAD * P_O. BOX 1257 * ROLLA,
MISSOURI 65401 (314) 364-1002 * (314) 364-5800

·CON·GRATULATIONS
TO THE NEW STUDENT
UNION BOARD
OFFICERS AND
DIRECTORS!!
Tim Pimmel President
Toby Tekolste - Vice President
Anthony Holmes - Treasurer
Tracy Thompson Secretary
Kevin VanHaaren - Technical
Joe Frericks - Public Relations
Paul Eggers Concerts
Derrick Elledge - Leisure & Rec.
Anna Light - Fine Arts
Mike Schmid - Variety Entertainment
Michelle Hoyt - Special Events
Dan Carey - Films & Video
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StuCo's constitution discussed
Dt:ar Edi tor:
I sincerely thank Mr. Bonnan for
his leller in last week's Miner, I wish
that this kind of frank discussion of the
StuCo constirution had started sooner.
I also hope that other students take the
time to read the document and consider the issue as thoroughly as he did.
I am no longer the president of
StuCQ, but I was when the proposed
constitution was wrillen and I feel
obligated to offer soine answers to Mr.
Bonnan's concerns .
The first point that needs 'to be
clarified is Mr. B<?n:nan' s concern
about voting immediately after the
constitution appeared in ' the Mi,ner.
Yes, this was done intentionally . It
makes very little sense to me to vote on
a eonstitution which appeare<;i, for
example,. a month ago. When establishing the timetable for the voting, I
wanted to give an opportunity for students to vote while the issue ""as fresh
in their m~ds. I believe that there is a
misconception that the voting took
place during a limite<! time period .
Acrually, the voting may still be going
on. The old constirution, to which the
Council is still bound, states that the
results are not valid until a full 30%
opf the campus has voted. We did set
a date at which we hoped to be able to
declare the issue closed, but this' date
(April 12) has come and gone. By the
time this letter appears, 30% may have
been reached. If not, your ballots 'a re
still needed. If you haven't heard the
. results yet, you can assume that referendum isn't over.

ing student fees . If this is objectionable to you (the students) then we
shouldremoveil. Itwas left in because
I felt that the srudents should have
some input into how their money is
being spent. We haven't had serious
objections ' to this in the past, and,
frankly, this "jJrerogative" has rarely
' needed to be exercised. Of course, if I
was mistaken and the student body
would like this removed, doing so
would require a separate campaign.
Other concerns focused on the ability of the Council to recommend allocation of student resourct:s, and to
recommend revocation of an
organization's constitution. First, you
must understand that this really isn't a
"power" at all. Anyone or any organization could recommend the same
things. All you have to do is writt: a
letter to the appropriate administrator.
That's all that·StuCo does to provide
its recoinmendatiOJls. These requests
are not binding at all. The difference is
that the Council carries the weight of
an 'organization which consists of the
elected representatives of the srudents
as a) whole. If these provisions were
removed from the constitution, StuCo
would continue to recommend allocations of resources as they currently do.

ment, you know.
,Again, these "powers" of recommendation are more examples of sections that appear in the old constitution
anyway . Voting "no" on the new
constitution will not remove them.
I need to explain, finally , that there
is a reason why ,the StuComembership
requirements were consolidated into
our bylaws . Under the old constitution
and bylaws, part of the reqwrements
were in the constitution and the rest
were in the bylaws. My o riginal idea
was that they should all apPear in the
constirution, and I still hope !hat this
can be done someday. The problem is
that, in my opinion, the requirements
need to be changed. Mr. Bonnan
pointed out that his ballot appeared in
his mailbox "almost as if by magic ." I
assure you that there is nothing magical about it. 'It was put there by his
StuCo representative. The problem is
that over 2,000 students don't even
have a representative because 'the current reqwrements (which have been
moved to the bylaw's·already, with the
hope thl\t the new constitution will
pass) make life difficult for off-campus srudents (those who are !lot in
university-approved housing) to obtrun a representative. .

The new president of StuCo, Bob
, To ans.wer to Mr. Bonnan's fears:
Phillips, is planning to create a special
yes, SruCo does recommend allocacommission of srudents to develop a
tion of certain resources at the infirway to have all srudents represented in
mary (specifically, the magazine seStuCo. With the reqwremeri1s in the
lection in the waiting room) and they
bylaws; this group will be able to '
also recommend allocation of resources at the University Center tinker with the reqwrements until a
(wmch includes the Bookstore and solution can be reached. At that time,
a new camprugn would be needed to
' Food Service management contracts),
Mr. Bonnan claims that opportu- , the athletic programs and facilities, reestabli sh this section in the
and other recipients of srudent activity constitution. Mr. Bonnan does not
nity for opposing views has be,en
eliminated. On the contrary, StuCo fee revenue. I argue that this is as it need to worry ' about changes being
should be. Srudents should' have a made without the knowledge ·of the
has held two open forums this semesforum thro~gh which to express their student body. The Council must apter to discuss constitution changes
with anyone who wished to attend. We views on how such money is sPent and prove any change, and this must
announced these in the Miner by pur- . how such facilities are used. , The . done at one of their regular meetings
chasing advertising space and submit- student government is, I believe, the which are open -to the public. I found
out the hard way that proposed
ting articles ' and letters. KMNR also proper.forum.
changes in the membership structure
announced each event, and SruCo
The re)location-of-constitution do not pass the Council without sevThe proposed
posted banners.
clause has been in the StuCo eral hours of floor debate.
constitution was not wrillen 'overnight, .md it was not written behind Constirution lor many years. Again,
Mr. Borman obviously cares about
these recommendations would not be
closed doors. All of StuCo' s meetings
Such recommendations !tis srudent gove~ent system. · I
are open to the public, including the binding.
meetings in which we discussed the would still require a vote of your applaud him for offering his opinions
elected representatives, anyway . in- even when he thought th~t the referenconstitution changes in detail. The
dum was over. I suggest that he call
proposal was wrillen with as much c luding the provision in the
input as we could muster, and the consJitution simply calls attention to Bob [I'hillips] and rt:que~ t to be put on
the new membership commi ttee. I
prpcess took more than six months . the fact that the students ofthe campus
do have an aven ue of recourse. in the also encourage the rest of the srudent
Voting was intended to be the final
body to use the Miner to let your views
stage, not the beginning of discussion, event that a student organization gets
be known, But don't forgello use your
butI'm sure that StuCo will continue out of hand. The university administration can , effectively "tenninate" Student Council! YOll have a relato consider new viewpoints,
tively strong student government on
any student organization, ·so why
As I have found to be the case wi th , shouldn'i the sruCients have a way of ~t this camp.us, and its strength is your
strength' when you let them kno~ what
most .()f the concerns abput the least recommending such an action?
yo u need and wanl. But , ri ght now, the
Thi s was iny justification for not reconstitution , most of Mr. Bonnan's
concerns are about parts qf the moving the section when changes · Council needs , your 'baJlb( on ' the
were m ade. If there isn ' t support for consti tu~ion changes.
constitution that we didn', change.
the section , i strongly sugges t that next "
One example is the section allowing
Sinccreiy,
semester someone launch a camprugn
• StuCo to place non-voting members
Kevin lOdwards
to change it. It's your student govern~'
, on the boards of organizations receiv-
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Marriott responds to letters
Dear· Edi tor:
I read the recent letters to the editor
regarding the quality of the food service int he University Center that 'Vere
wriuen by Gene Harper and Bryan
Audsley. At this time , I would like to
share my obser-vations.
The purpose of the University
Center' s cafeteria is to provide the
UMR community with an attractive
assortment of menu entrees as well as
a variety of snack foods . I feel that
Marriou's food service personnel are
genuinely interested in providing a
quality service for the UMR community . . However, I also feel that it is
important for us to Continue to look for
ways to improve thecafcteria services,
After Mr. Audsley's letter was
published in the Miner, Don Green,
the Marriott Food Services Director,
and I met with Bryan. Bryan did
mention some credible concerns for us
to consider. As a result, we are exploring some ways to improve the flow of
traffic thiough the serving area and the
vaneiy of. entrees that are served is
being reviewed.
People who eat in the cafeteria and
have concerns should feel fTee to voice
them with the Marrion personnel or
me. In most cases it is not difficult to
make changes that will beller serve

their needs. Some individuals have
rrused questions about the UniVersity
Center cafeteria but that number who
have done so is very smaiL I appreciate the effort they made to bring their
concerns to our attention. It is difficult
to respond to individuals' concerns
without having the oppOrtunity to talk
with them . It is also difficult to respond to publicly-voiced, gener,a lized
comments. I invite anyone who has
questions or concerns about.the University Center food service to address
them with either the Marriott staff. or
me.
I woUld like to thank Bryan Audsley for taking the time to meet with
Don Green and me. If anyone else
would like to meet with us but is not
aware of where our offices are located:
the University Center manager's office is located in the kitchen area in the
University Center-East, the'mrun food
service office is located on the'secona
floor, of the .university Center-West,
and my offic!, is locate~ the second
floor of the Rolla Building. Weshould
welcome the opportunity to discuss
your questions or concerns.
Sincerely,
James Murphy
Director of Residential Life

Co- Op -t£mp{oyment
Attention Potential Co-op Students ·
Students that have accepted a co-op position
with a co-op company, please report your
j ob acceptance to the co- op office as soon
as possible. This will e liminate mailing ,
r esumes when you have already accept ed a
j ob .
Thank you.
.UMR Co- op Office

co-op STUDENTS WORKIHG SUMMER AHD I OR
FALL 1~89 SE MES TERS MUST REGISTER
WITH THE co-op OFFICE OND PAY 0 CO-OP FEE
OF $56.30 FOR EACH WOR K SES SION.
STUDENTS
WOR KING IH THE FALL MUST ALSO PAY A ~ 9.50
ROLlAMO FEE
co-oP WOAK REGISTRATION WIL-L BE«;iIH MOH.
APRil 17 AHD WilL EN D ON F R I . MAY 12.
THIS REGISTRATION WilL BE HELD IH THF co-op
OFFICE
101 BUEHLER BLDG ;
THANK Y OU FROM THE CO-OP OFFICE
A G OOD SUMMER AND A REWARDING CO-OP
WORK SE SS ION(S)
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SPIAH Games

-

[fu®@~~[fu

D&D Supplies

ROLLA CRAFT & HOBBY
Rolla, MO 65401

1009 Pine

364-5581

"HAIR

BOUTIQUE
3 4 1 - 3 8 0 ' .8

YOU HAVE FRIENDS WH.O CARE
"

B~~~~-..

,

------------------------------~

215 WEST 8th STREET
FOR HELp
P.O. BOX 832
DURING UNPLANNED PREGNANCY
ROLlA, MISSOURI E!5401
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING

!!ATTENTION ALL GREEKS!!

~
Rolla is being bombarded
, ~with burgers. Take shelter at ARBY's!

7jI

OZARK

.i

ARMY

SURPLUS Large Supply of Paint Guns &

::n,

. Accessories
Camo clothing
New & Used
Quantity Discount

;iI:'; J

YoU/ .

"-7J

1033 Kingshighway

Buffet
Mon -Fri
11:30 - 1:30

* Rolla, MO

65401314 - 364 - 5994

V

DRIVERS CARRY LESS THAN $20.00

WE DELIVER

OPEN
MON-THURS 11-10

.

FRI - SAT 11 - 12
SUN 12 - 10

DIUV ERY EXTRA LIMITED DILIVERY & AREA

FORUM PLAZA SHOPPING
CENTER

FO R $6.99

...
.

Pizzas $9.99

S1.28 for each additional topping . Cover's
hoth pizza's.

.---_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--, •
ORGIGINAL
OR
GOLDEN CRUST
EXPIRES 5/ 19/89

~------------------~

•
•
•
•

LIMIT I COUPON PER ORD ER.
PLEASE PRESEN T COUPON •
•
WHEN ORD ERING. NOT
VALI D WfTH ANY OTHER •
OFFER. CL U #56

..,...~

Soda with buffet purcase
Expires 5/19/89
~--------------------~

LIMIT I COUPON PER ORD ER
PLEASE PR ESENT CO UPON
WH EN ORDERING . NOT
VALID WITH ANY OTH ER
OFFER.

ORGIGINAL
, OR
GOLDEN CRUST
EXPIRES 5/1 9/89
UMIT I COUP0N PER ORDER
PLEA:--,: PR ESEN T CC) UPO N
WH EN ORD ERIN G. NOT
'f\ UIJ WITH AN Y OTH ER
OFFER. CLU #8:] I

By Jj
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-------------~--------------,--------------LARGE
PEPERONII'
FREE
2 M~dium Cheese

.....

5. Find humor in 'a situaLal.lghter can greatly alleviate stress.
6. Try to place things in perspective and not take unfortunate ' occurrences personally.
, 7. Be neutral, objective and
resilient. If your 'hot-headed
boss screams at you, recog'nize it's he who is acting i!",atiOl)..

Oft~n p.e ople . under
stress have unrealistic expectations of themselves
and others.

364 - 3214
'

FI

fail.

AT

PiZzarM

_

Stress Reduction Tips
Stress can be good for you,
getting you to do things you
didn't think you could, but it
can also be bad, perhaps mak, ing you ill. That's why learning to cope with stress is so
important.
Here are 10 stress reduction tips that may help from
University ,of Nebraska psychologist Dr. Mark McKinney: '
1. Learn to "shut off' selfdefeating or negative selftalks. Many over-achievers
feel that unless they take on
more tasks and responsibilities, th'eyre not valuabl~.
2. Listen to your feelings of
anger, anxiety and depression. Try to recognize their
sources and take steps to
eliminate them.
3. &et realistic goals for
yourself. If you recognize you
can only complete five tasks
in one day, don't expect to
complete ten.
4. Be pleased with accomplishing your goals, and recognize that sometimes you will

GOLDMINE OF VALUES ·

~fat~s

, -• •.-....._ . . . ; ._ _...o-_

[ruO[ilJlt~

tionally.
' s. Cha nge your e nvironme nt. If you don't like constant deadlines, seek a job
with fe';'er demands.
9. Exercise. It can help alleviate pent-up frustrations
and anger.
10. Alloid alcohol a nd '~rec·
reational" dru gs. Their longrange effects are far more
stressful to tj1e mind and body
than any benefits you might
think you derive .
The Your Life~ Vit'lmin 'HotliJ1.e h as been set up for people
to get practical infon mltion
on . coping with stress. The
numbe r is SOO·533-VITA. It's
s t a ffed by health profes s iona ls, inclu d ing regis t ed
di etiti a n s , wh o ca n p ro vid e
t ips for reducing stress. You
can also reqt\est a free tips
bookl et th a t includes exercise
a nd d iet pl a ns.

